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NMgr – ENTRANCE TEST 2014  A  
 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU WRITE THE ANSWER TO ALL O F THE QUESTIONS 
IN THIS EXAM IN THE ATTACHED ANSWER GRID.  PUT A CR OSS IN THE 
APPROPRIATE BOX.  CHOOSE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION. 
    
 

LINGUISTICS PART 
 
SAMPLE:  
England at the period in question (roughly 0 BCE/CE plus or minus a hundred years) was anything 
but a Germanic-language area. The earliest inhabitants of whom we have certain knowledge were the 
Celts, whose languages survive today in the form of Irish (the preferred designation today for what 
still is often called Gaelic), Welsh, and Scots Gaelic. The Romans led by Julius Caesar invaded the 
island in 55 BCE, but it was almost a century later during the reign of Claudius that  they could claim 
to control even the southern part of the country. The Romans never were able to impose their Latin 
language on the Celtic substratum to any great degree. People who wanted to get ahead, to become 
important in Roman Britain, would have learned Latin, as people who have wanted to get ahead 
anywhere in the world at all times have always had to learn the language of whoever is in charge – it 
is after all in this way that English gained ascendancy in the countries comprising the British empire. 
But knowledge of Latin would have been a town and garrison thing. Beyond the walls of the forts, 
beyond the baths and arenas, the common people continued speaking the Celtic languages that 
captured, as languages always do, their Celtic identity. 
 
In or around 449 the restless continental Germanic tribes began what we may call the Germanic 
Conquest of England. The English Channel in good weather is not much of a barrier to even small 
sailing craft from countries such as Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and the northern coast of 
Germany. Already in Roman times bands of Germanic invaders (for whom the conventional name is 
“Vikings“) had been an irritant for the Romans. It was only after Roman rule had become ineffectual 
against the warriors sailing from the north that Germanic invasion on a large scale could succeed. 
 
NOTE: ALL THE TASKS ARE BASED ON THE SAMPLE ABOVE. 
 
1. In the first sentence,  at the period in question corresponds to  
a) adjunct of place   b) apposition, non-restrictive   c) attribute   d) time adjunct 
 
2. In the second sentence (The earliest inhabitants of whom we have certain knowledge were the Celts, 
whose languages survive today in the form of Irish (the preferred designation today for what still is 
often called Gaelic), Welsh, and Scots Gaelic.), there are  
a) two relative clauses, both adnominal restrictive    
b) three relative clauses, of which two are adnominal restrictive and one nominal non-specific   c) 
three relative clauses, of which one is nominal specific, one is adnominal non-restrictive, and one is 
adnominal restrictive    
d) two relative clauses, of which one is restrictive and one is non-restrictive 
 
3. In the extract, the number of cleft sentences and pseudo-cleft sentences (in this order) is  
a) zero and two   b) one and three   c) two and one   d) three and zero 
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4.  The first sentence in the second paragraph (In or around 449 the restless continental Germanic 
tribes began what we may call the Germanic Conquest of England.) corresponds to  
a) presentation scale in subjective order   b) quality scale  in subjective order   c) presentation scale in 
objective order   d) quality scale in objective order 
 
5. In which item can you detect a derivational affix?   a) substratum   b) earliest   c) arenas   d) later 
 
6. Which item features a conversion prefix?  a) become   b) empire   c) substratum   d) ahead 
 
7. That in the last sentence of the first paragraph represents  
1.a) determiner    b)  subordinator, relative pronoun    c) subordinator, conjunction   d) demonstrative 
pronoun 
 
8. In the following sentence: Beyond the walls of the forts, beyond the baths and arenas, the common 
people continued speaking the Celtic languages that captured, as languages always do, their Celtic 
identity.), the sense relation between walls and forts corresponds to  
a) synonymy    b) meronymy    c) antonymy    d) paronymy 
 
9. Which of the following items is of Latin origin?    a) substratum    b) channel     c) warrior  d) call 
 
10. Identify a denominal adjective:    a) ascendancy    b) invader    c) conventional    d) irritant 
 
11. From among the following, identify a set comprising a participle, a gerund and a participle (in this 
order):  
a) led, preferred, comprising   b) preferred, sailing, speaking   c) speaking, sailing, comprising                  
d) preferred, speaking, led 
 
12. Give the uncountable item :    a) identity    b) craft    c) weather    d) baths   
 
13. In the first three sentences of the first paragraph, but is employed as:  
a) preposition only   b) coordinator only   c) coordinator and subordinator   d) preposition and 
coordinator 
  
14. In the last sentence (It was only after Roman rule had become ineffectual against the warriors 
sailing from the north that Germanic invasion on a large scale could succeed.) the rheme is 
a) could  succeed     
b) that Germanic invasion on a large scale could succeed     
c) only after Roman rule      
d) only after Roman rule had become ineffectual against the warriors sailing from the north   
 
15. In the following sentence: In or around 449 the restless continental Germanic tribes began what 
we may call the Germanic Conquest of England., we can trace 
a) deontic modality and passive voice     
b) fronting and epistemic modality     
c) inversion and perfect aspect     
d) multiple premodification and and inverted cleft sentence 
 
 
Questions 16 – 20 relate to the following extract: 
I. In or around 449 the restless continental Germanic tribes began what we may call the 
Germanic Conquest of England. II. The English Channel in good weather is not much of a 
barrier to even small sailing craft from countries such as Holland, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, and the northern coast of Germany. III. Already in Roman times bands of Germanic 
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invaders (for whom the conventional name is “Vikings“) had been an irritant for the Romans. 
IV. It was only after Roman rule had become ineffectual against the warriors sailing from the 
north that Germanic invasion on a large scale could succeed. 
 
16. Which phonemic transcription of the word conquest is correct (sentence I)? 

a) /ˈkɒŋkvest/   b) /kɒnˈkwest/   c) /̍kɒŋkwest/  d) /̍kɒŋkʊest/ 

17. Which word contains a strongly aspirated plosive? 

a) scale    b) began   c) conventional   d) craft 

18. The plural ending –s in bands, invaders, Vikings and tribes is pronounced as: 

a) /s/   b) /z/    c) /ɪz/     d) /ɪs/  

19. Which word has the identical placement of primary stress as the word ineffectual? 

a) continental   b) conventional   c) Germanic   d) irritant 

20. Which tones are likely to be produced on Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden in sentence II? 
a) rises    b) falls  c) rise-falls  d) none 

 
 
 
LITERATURE PART 
 
1. Which of these Chaucer’s works was the first to use heroic couplets? 
a) The Parliament of Fowls   b) The Legend of Good Women   c) Troilus and Criseyde    
d) The Canterbury Tales 
 
2. The word “Utopia” used by Thomas More is derived from Greek and means: 
a) a good place   b) the best place   c) no place   d) any place 
 
3. The unusual metaphor, image or pun used in metaphysical poetry and based on comparing two 
unalike objects by means of logical, theological or legal argumentation is called the: 
a) fallacy   b) likening   c) deceit   d) conceit 
 
4. Which of these novels is not written in the epistolary form? 
a) Clarissa   b) Roxana   c) Pamela   d) Shamela 
 
5. Which of these works was not written and published during the period of English Romanticism? 
a) Wuthering Heights   b) Persuasion   c) Frankenstein   d) Waverley  
 
6. Which of these modernist author/work pairs is incorrect? 
a) D.H. Lawrence/Women in Love   b) E.M. Forster/The Rainbow   c) V. Woolf/Between the Acts   d) 
J. Joyce/Finnegans Wake  
 
7. Which of these poets belonged to the Movement? 
a) T.S. Eliot   b) W.H. Auden   c) Philip Larkin   d) Ted Hughes 
 
8. Which of these work/protagonist pairs is incorrect? 
a) Lady Chatterley’s Lover/Oliver Mellors   b) Look Back in Anger/Jim Dixon   c) Nineteen Eighty-
Four/Winston Smith   d) Atonement/Briony Tallis 
 
9. Which of these narrative techniques and strategies is not exclusively postmodernist? 
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a) genre mixture   b) metafiction   c) intertextuality   d) questioning narrative authority 
 
10. Which of these novels is not written as a first person narration? 
a) A Clockwork Orange   b) White Teeth   c) The Remains of the Day   d) The Buddha of Suburbia 
 
11. Which of these author/The Booker Prize winning novel pairs is correct? 
a) Salman Rushdie/The Satanic Verses   b) Ian McEwan/Atonement   c) Jeanette Winterson/Written on 
the Body   d) Julian Barnes/The Sense of an Ending 
12. Which of the following writers cannot possibly be categorized as an American Romanticist poet? 
a) Edgar Allan Poe     b) Walt Whitman    c) Henry Wadsworth Longfellow     d) Jack London  
 
13. Which of the following ideas is not advocated by Thomas Paine in his 1776 pamphlet Common 
Sense? 
a) The American colonists have the historical obligation to struggle for independence and self-
representation. 
b) The American colonists should renounce Christianity and become a secular nation. 
c) The American colonists should separate from Britain. 
d) The British constitutional monarchy is an outdated institution. 
 
14. Stephen Crane is most commonly associated with 
a) The Scarlett Letter   b) The Yellow Wallpaper   c) The Red Badge of Courage   d) The Woman in 
White 
 
15. Hemingway’s Iceberg Method is a textbook example of  
a) literary romanticism    b) literary minimalism   c) literary naturalism   d) Dadaism 
 
16. Joseph Heller’s novel Catch 22 is a portrayal of 
a) the absurdities of the US military effort in WWII. 
b) the absurdities of the US military effort in WWI. 
c) the absurdities of the military effort in the American Civil War. 
d) the painful social situation of war veterans. 
 
17. Arthur Miller’s drama The Crucible, which describes Puritan witch-hunts in late 17th century 
Massachusetts, was clearly not meant as 
a) an example of religious frenzy and paranoia. 
b) a metaphor for middle class snobbery in the US. 
c) criticism of fundamentalist Christianity. 
d) an allegory of anti-Communist hysteria in the US in the 1950s. 
 
18. Toni Morrison has written a total of 10 novels, in which 
a) he often explores the social challenges faced by the African-American community. 
b) she ignores the social challenges faced by the African-American community. 
c) she sometimes uses Magical Realism. 
d) she often explores the social problems of the Hispanic community in the US. 
 
19. Which of the following words is the best synonym of “hyperbole”? 
a) euphemism    b) exaggeration    c) understatement    d) elegy 
 
20. The expression “Love is blind” can be described as 
a) an oxymoron     b) a metaphor    c) a personification    d) an alliteration  
 
 
 


